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“SOCIAL SCIENCE” name itself shows its meaning which says study of society in varied manner like 

socially, politically, individually and so on. Considering the future most of the people has 

misconceptions regarding the subject that it is irrelevant and unavailing. So, here this article will make 

you rethink on very notion.  

Starting from the tender age (grade 3) social science is included in curriculum. Kids in this age are totally 

incognizant with political, social, democratically, economical and geographical aspects of world. In grade 

3 & 4 children are introduce with cardinal concepts of democracy of country along with history and 

geography of world. Beautiful culture and traditions of different 

states of India are manifest at this stage. 

Escalating to next phase, social science is bifurcated into 

history, civics and geography. Each fragment has its own 

gravity and beauty. 

In history not only years and numbers are to be swot up but 

there are many fascinating stories about the past and facts 

regarding different revolution of world like French revolution 

and  Serbian revolution. There  are many many more things in 

history which are ineffable. 

Talking about civics and economics, kids are given basic knowledge about their rights and duties from 

very early stage. It will help them to inculcate the learning of being responsible citizen and can have the 

broad vision to the solution of varied economical problems of country These learning will not only make 

them efficient to solve their daily issues but gradually they will develop  basic understanding at national 

and international level. 

Canvassing geography into life may castle geographer, renowned scientist 

or an astronaut. 

Above all , Social Science  is a subject which might not seem important at 

initial stage. But in later   juncture of life like appearing for competitive 

exams, clearing entrance test which are very crucial parts requires utmost 

knowledge  of this subject. 

I really wish this article will help you in giving new dimensions and 

vision for the subject.  
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